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1  Summary of Proposed Characters 

The following proposal requests 3 additional characters to be added to the encoded script 
of Latin. The proposed characters have been summarized below with representative 
glyphs and proposed character names with annotations have been provided where 
applicable. The Script Ad Hoc has recommended the proposed characters by added to the 
Latin Extended-D block, in code point positions U+A7DA, U+A7DB, and U+A7DC. 

The authors have prepared a style-matched font for the purpose of implementing 
into the code chart. 
 
 
Letters 

A7DA    ⅄    LATIN CAPITAL LETTER LAMBDA 
• Used in Salishan and Wakashan languages of North America 
• Latin capital form of A7DB (λ) 

A7DB    λ    LATIN SMALL LETTER LAMBDA 
• Used in Salishan and Wakashan languages of North America 
• Greek small letter 03BB (λ) 

A7DC        LATIN CAPITAL LETTER LAMBDA WITH STROKE 
• Used in Salishan and Wakashan languages of North America 
• Latin capital form of 019B (ƛ)  
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2  Unicode character properties 

The following lists provides the Unicode general category properties for the proposed 
additions to Latin Extended-D, as well as requests a necessary update to the Unicode 
character properties data for 019B to map to the proposed case pair of A7DC: 
 
Add the following: 
A7DA;LATIN CAPITAL LETTER LAMBDA;Lu;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;A7DB; 

A7DB;LATIN SMALL LETTER LAMBDA;Ll;0;L;;;;;N;;;A7DA;;A7DA 

A7DC;LATIN CAPITAL LETTER LAMBDA WITH STROKE;Lu;0;L;;;;;N;;;;019B; 

Update the following: 
019B;LATIN SMALL LETTER LAMBDA WITH STROKE;Ll;0;L;;;;;N;;;A7DC;;A7DC 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3  Proposed Latin Additions 

The following proposed characters are required for rendering the complete bi-cameral 
orthographies for some Wakashan and Salishan languages of North America. These 
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language orthographies do not have an encoded Latin capital version to correspond to the 
letters U+03BB  λ  GREEK SMALL LETTER LAMDA and U+019B  ƛ  LATIN SMALL LETTER 
LAMBDA WITH STROKE, which they require for case pairing in their orthographies. This 
proposal has chosen to request a Latin lambda case pair, as well as a capital Latin lambda 
with stroke to case pair to U+019B  ƛ  LATIN SMALL LETTER LAMBDA WITH STROKE, in 
order to avoid mixing scripts (Greek-Latin) which would have resulted from proposing a 
Latin capital letter to case pair to a Greek small letter (U+03BB  λ  GREEK SMALL LETTER 
LAMDA). The solution proposed in this document will result in less exceptions and provide 
the most future stability for the user communities, where all characters will be within the 
Latin script, no case mapping required between scripts, and making searching and sorting 
easier for the language communities. 

⅄ 
A7DA LATIN CAPITAL LETTER LAMBDA 
 (figures 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 12, 16, 18, 19, 22, 23, 24, 27, 29, 32) 

 λ 
A7DB LATIN SMALL LETTER LAMBDA 
 (figures 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 12, 13, 16, 18, 19, 22, 23, 24, 27, 29, 32) 

 
A7DC LATIN CAPITAL LETTER LAMBDA WITH STROKE 
 (figures 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 16, 18, 19, 22, 23, 24, 27, 29, 32)  
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3.1  Variation in Glyph Representation 

There is known variation amongst Wakashan and Salishan user communities towards 
graphical representations of the capital and small  lambda and lambda with stroke 
characters. This is primarily seen in the form of the capital Lambda characters’ base glyph 
form that Wakashan and Salishan users recognize, the variation in the form of the small  
lambda and lambda with stroke contrast model, and the form of the middle stroke in the 
capital and small  lambda with stroke character representations. The authors have 
proposed representative glyphs that reflect the forms that the Wakashan and Salishan 
communities recognize, while also remaining consistent with the existing Unicode code 
charts’s representative glyphs.  

Small  Lambda contrast model variation 
There is variation amongst Wakashan and Salishan language communities towards the 
graphic representation of the characters small  lambda and lambda with stroke characters. 
The difference is primarily the variation in the modulation structure between the Greek 
contrast, top row, and a “latinized” stroke contrast model, bottom row: 

⅄ λ ƛ 
⅄  

Figure 1  An illustration showing the variation in the preferred form of the small  lambda base form, showing a difference 
between the Greek contrast, top row, and “latinized” contrast models, bottom row. The authors have chosen to propose the 
representative glyph for U+A7DB  λ  LATIN SMALL LETTER LAMBDA which follows the Greek contrast model, which is 
consistent with the current representative glyph form for U+019B  ƛ  LATIN SMALL LETTER LAMBDA WITH STROKE used in the 
Unicode code charts for this character. 
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Figure 2  The inside cover of a book on Haíɫzaqvḷa language lessons, from Heiltsuk Revitalization, showing attestation for the 
“latinzed” glyph representation of character U+A7DB  λ  LATIN SMALL  LETTER LAMBDA. 

 

 
Figure 3  A spread from a Haíɫzaqvḷa language learning book, from Heiltsuk Revitalization, showing attestation for the 
“latinzed” glyph representation of character U+019B  ƛ  LATIN SMALL LETTER LAMBDA WITH STROKE. 

 
Both representations are common and mutually intelligible by all users, and represent the 
same Unicode character, as evidenced by the above attestations in figures 2 and 3, as well 
as throughout the figures in Section 5. While users recognize the two form variants 
equally, it is important that both the small letter lambda and lambda with stroke have the 
same contrast model used in both characters in a given text.  

The authors have chosen to propose the Greek contrast for A7DB  λ  LATIN SMALL 
LETTER LAMBDA in this document due to the current representative glyph form of U+019B  
ƛ  LATIN SMALL LETTER LAMBDA WITH STROKE in the Unicode code charts.   
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On Capital Latin Lambda Representation  
The representation of the capital Latin Lambda form as proposed is that of a rotated Latin 
Capital “Y”, with the Capital Latin Lambda with Stroke following this base form as well. 
This is the representation of this capital form that is expected for the orthographic unit 
represented by the lambda in Wakashan and Salishan language communities. While the 
standard Greek Capital Lambda, U+039B  Λ  GREEK CAPITAL LETTER LAMDA, is indeed the 
case pair to U+03BB  λ  GREEK SMALL LETTER LAMDA, the representation of the Greek 
Capital Lambda is not intelligible for Wakashan and Salishan language orthographies to 
represent the capital Lambda. Furthermore, a capital Greek Lambda form would not create 
an appropriate LATIN CAPITAL LAMBDA WITH STROKE: 

 
Figure 4  The above illustration shows the difference between a case pair containing a graphical representation of the 
traditional Capital Greek Lambda, used for both the Capital Lambda and Lambda with stroke, to that of the rotated Latin Capital 
Letter “Y” representation of the Capital Latin Lambda and Lambda with stroke. The bottom form variant is the graphic 
representation recognized for these characters by Wakashan and Salishan language users as the capital form of the Lambda in 
their orthographies. 

The authors have provided this section to clarify why the capital Greek letter lambda is not 
a suitable option for both the graphical representation of the capital lambda in Wakashan 
and Salishan language communities, and why this character is not a suitable case pair for 
the community to use to pair to a small letter lambda.  

Λλ   �ƛ
⅄λ   ƛ
Greek Capital 
Lambda

Latin Capital 
Lambda for 
Wakashan 
and Salishan 
language users

Greek Capital 
Lambda with 
Stroke

Latin Capital 
Lambda with 
Stroke

Lowercase 
Lambda with 
Stroke

Lowercase 
Lambda with 
Stroke

Lowercase Lambda

Lowercase Lambda
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Form of Middle Horizontal Stroke in Lambda with Stroke 
There is variation amongst user communities towards the form of the middle, horizontal 
“stroke” in the representation of U+019B  ƛ  LATIN SMALL LETTER LAMBDA WITH STROKE, 
where the form either appears as a diagonal, horizontal bar (“barred lambda”) or a tilde 
crossing the centerline of the lambda base: 
 

  
Figure 5  An illustration showing the typical graphical representations of the middle, horizontal stroke for U+019B  ƛ  LATIN 
SMALL LETTER LAMBDA WITH STROKE, between the standard representation presented in Unicode, left pair, and the local 
Wakashan and Salishan variation seen in some typographic documents that use a middle tilde shape in place of the diagonal 
bar, right pair. Both graphic representations exist in use in these communities, represent the same character, and are 
intelligible by all readers. 

 
Attestation towards these variant showing the use of the tilde for the lambda with stroke 
from multiple Wakashan language communities can be seen in figures , respectively. The 
earliest attestations of the lambda with horizontal stroke, capital and small letter, can be 
seen in publications composed via typewriter and authored by John Rath (see Figure 9). 

The authors have chosen to propose the representative glyph for of A7DC    LATIN 
CAPITAL LETTER LAMBDA WITH STROKE to follow the current standardized glyph 
representation for U+019B  ƛ  LATIN SMALL LETTER LAMBDA WITH STROKE in the Unicode 
code charts using the straight, diagonal horizontal bar form. 
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3.2  Known Issues and Possible Solutions Explored 

The following section presents the issues identified and options that the authors explored 
towards developing a suitable solution to encode the U+A7DA  ⅄  LATIN CAPITAL 
LAMBDA. The authors considered all of the following options within this subsection, 
however, ultimately chose to propose the encoding of 3 characters (A7DA  ⅄  LATIN 
CAPITAL LETTER LAMBDA, A7DB  λ  LATIN SMALL LETTER LAMBDA, and A7DC    LATIN 
CAPITAL LETTER LAMBDA WITH STROKE). This direction was chosen in order to avoid 
mixing scripts (Greek-Latin) which would have resulted from proposing a Latin capital 
letter to case pair to a Greek small letter. Therefore, this proposed solution will result in 
less exceptions and provide the most future stability for the user communities, where all 
characters will be within the Latin script, no case mapping required between scripts, and 
making searching and sorting easier for the language communities.  
 

Issues using U+2144  ⅄  TURNED SANS-SERIF CAPITAL Y 
The Haíɫzaqvḷa (Heiltsuk) community, for one, actively encodes a capital letter variant to 
character U+03BB  λ  GREEK SMALL LETTER LAMDA using U+2144  ⅄  TURNED SANS-
SERIF CAPITAL Y. However, based on feedback from the Script Ad Hoc’s review of L2/21-
206 in L2/21-174 “Recommendations to UTC #169 October 2021 on Script Proposals”, 
U+2144 is not a good choice for the community to use to encode this letter, as it lacks a 
casing relationship to any other character. Therefore, U+A7DA  ⅄  LATIN CAPITAL LAMBDA 
has been proposed to resolve this issue and provide a stable option for this character for 
these communities. 
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Figure 6  The interactive orthography chart as presented in the Haíɫzaqvḷa (Heiltsuk) online dictionary, showing attestation for 
U+A7DA  ⅄  LATIN CAPITAL LAMBDA. The Haíɫzaqvḷa community actively encodes LATIN CAPITAL LAMBDA using U+2144  ⅄  
TURNED SANS-SERIF CAPITAL Y, however, based on feedback from the Script Ad Hoc’s review of L2/21-206 in L2/21-174, 
U+2144 is not a good choice for the communities to use to encode this letter, as it lacks a casing relationship to any other 
character. From https://mothertongues.org/heiltsuk/dictionary/#/browse 
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Using U+2144 is not an ideal solution for encoding the Latin Capital Lambda, not only due 
to the lack of case pairing to any other letter, but also regarding the system level 
representation of this character as a sans-serif form, in the general category of “Symbol, 
math”, which is typically represented on the macos and Windows operating systems by 
Cambria Math: 

 
Figure 7  An illustration showing the standard, default representation of U+2144  ⅄ TURNED SANS-SERIF CAPITAL Y, which is 
being represented by the Cambria Math fallback font for this character. 

 
The community could have fonts tailored to represent this character graphically in the 
expected style, to match a given typeface style, such as a serif font, however, when text is 
rendered in environments where system level typefaces are only available, the 
representation will default to the sans-serif form, regardless of font style employed. 
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Script boundary issue between proposed characters 
 

 
Figure 8  The above figure shows the bicameral correspondence of the proposed U+A7DA  ⅄  LATIN CAPITAL LAMBDA and 
U+A7DC    LATIN CAPITAL LAMBDA WITH STROKE to the small letter U+03BB  λ  GREEK SMALL LETTER LAMDA and U+019B  
ƛ  LATIN SMALL LETTER LAMBDA WITH STROKE. Currently, the Haíɫzaqvḷa community encodes this character using U+2144  ⅄  
TURNED SANS-SERIF CAPITAL Y. 

 
LATIN CAPITAL LETTER TURNED Y to pair with U+028E 

Propose a LATIN CAPITAL LETTER TURNED Y to case pair with the existing U+028E  ʎ  
LATIN SMALL LETTER TURNED Y. U+028E would not be an appropriate character for the 
community to use from a graphical representation perspective, however, the community 
could potentially continue to use U+03BB  λ  GREEK SMALL … LAMBDA without a case 
pairing: 
 

 
Figure 9  The above figure explores a sketch of proposing a capital case variant LATIN CAPITAL LETTER TURNED Y to pair with 
the existing U+028E  ʎ  LATIN SMALL LETTER TURNED Y.  
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Potential issues with following this path could be: 
• There would not be a case pair for Wakashan and Salishan communities towards 

LATIN CAPITAL TURNED Y and the use of U+03BB  λ  GREEK SMALL LETTER 
LAMBDA which is currently used to encode the small letter lambda in these 
orthographies. 

 
LATIN CAPITAL and SMALL  LAMBDA case pair 

Propose a distinct LATIN CAPITAL and SMALL LETTER LAMBDA case pair that would place 
both letters within the Latin script to avoid the Latin-Greek script boundary issue. The 
resulting proposal would therefore request 3 character additions: 
 

 
Figure 10  The above figure explores a sketch of proposing three new Latin characters in order to resolve the script boundary 
issue towards the current use of small  U+03BB  λ  GREEK LAMBDA. 

 
Potential issues with following this path could be: 

• There could be issues towards community adoption with this solution, resulting in 
non-standard encoding practices. An example that relates to this case would be the 
Latin Chi, U+AB53  ꭓ  LATIN SMALL LETTER CHI, that was proposed and encoded 
distinctly to the Latin script in version 7.0 of the Standard as part of a set of 
characters for German dialectology. Although these characters have now been 
available for a period of 10 years, is not used actively by the ɬəʔamɛn (Tla’amin), 
Éyɂáɂjuuthem (Comox), hən̓q̓əmin̓əm̓ (Halkomelem) – or within the IPA – who rather 
continue to use U+03C7  χ  GREEK SMALL LETTER CHI to encode their texts. From 
the Wakashan and Salishan perspective, this could be as a result of language users 
not being aware of the availability of the Latin character, and therefore the need to 
update encoded texts and language tools. This case of the Greek and Latin small 
letter chi characters is a helpful example towards the importance of the authors of 
this proposal, and other technologist’s supporting the language user community, to 
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provide adequate communication towards the availability of the new characters 
proposed in this document, to ensure an opportunity for users to organize a 
conversion to the new characters, particularly a change from the current use of 
U+03BB  λ  GREEK SMALL LETTER LAMDA to the proposed U+A7DB  λ  LATIN SMALL 
LETTER LAMBDA 

• This would require the Wakashan and Salishan communities to update their existing 
fonts and keyboard tools, as well as to perform a conversion of existing texts that 
have been encoded using U+03BB  λ  GREEK SMALL LETTER LAMDA. This may not 
be a significant issue given that conversion will be required for changing from 
U+2144 to a LATIN CAPITAL LAMBDA. 
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4  Overview of Wakashan and Salishan languages using lambda and barred lambda 

This section provides an overview of Wakashan and Salishan communities that use the 
capital and small letter lambda and lambda with stroke characters in their language 
orthographies, in order to provide background context towards the proposed 3 Latin 
character additions requested in this document. 

Many Indigenous language orthographies in the Pacific Northwest region of Canada 
require the use of a capital Lambda letter that differs in shape from the Greek capital 
Lambda, U+039B  Λ  GREEK CAPITAL LETTER LAMDA. Although the small letter equivalent 
to this character is U+03BB  λ  GREEK SMALL LETTER LAMDA, these communities employ 
and require the use of a Latinized variant in order to facilitate synchronization with the 
pairing U+019B  ƛ  LATIN SMALL LETTER LAMBDA WITH STROKE and proposed U+A7DC    

LATIN CAPITAL LETTER LAMBDA WITH STROKE. 
Many Wakashan and Salishan First Nations communities in the Pacific Northwest 

region of North America use U+019B  ƛ  LATIN SMALL LETTER LAMBDA WITH STROKE in 
their standardized Latin script orthographies. These communities, however, lack a Latin 
capital case variant in the Unicode Standard that is necessary for the capitalization of this 
character for marking proper nouns and capitalizing the first word in a sentence. 

These proposed characters have been in active use by Haíɫzaqvḷa (Heiltsuk) language 
users, as well as other Wakashan and Salishan communities, from the late 1970s to the 
present day in order to provide bi-cameral usage within their respective orthographies for 
words requiring capitalization (proper nouns, place names, etc.). Historically, these 
orthographies were developed from a mixture of a Latin script base and characters 
deriving from Americanist and IPA phonetic notation systems. As such, this introduced 
both traditional Greek and Latinized-Greek forms which lacked uppercase equivalents. 
When these communities began organizing attempts at standardizing their digital 
orthographic encoding in the early 1990s, letters were chosen across script boundaries, 
particularly from the Latin and Greek scripts, respectively. 

The following Wakashan and Salishan language orthographies, shown below, use 
U+03BB  λ  GREEK SMALL LETTER LAMDA and/or U+019B  ƛ  LATIN SMALL LETTER 
LAMBDA WITH STROKE in their orthographies, and would be affected by an encoding-
level implementation resulting from this proposal. Note that in the below charts, The 
capital and small letter lambda and lambda with stroke characters have been highlighted 
in orange in order to distinguish their presence within each orthography: 
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WAKASHAN

Haíɫzaqvḷa Orthography
Bb Pp P̓p̓ Mm Ṃ́ṃ́ Ṃṃ M̓m̓ Ṃ̓ṃ̓ Dd Tt T̓t̓  Nn Ṇ́ṇ́  
Ṇṇ N̓n̓ Ṇ̓ṇ̓ Zz Cc C̓c̓ Ss ⅄λ ƛ ̓ƛ̓ Ɫɫ Ll Ḷ́ ḷ́  Ḷḷ L̓ l̓  Ḷ̓ ḷ̓  Gg 
Kk K̓k̓ Xx Yy Íí Ii Y̓y̓ I̓ i̓  Gvgv Kvkv K̓vk̓v Xvxv
Ww Úú Uu W̓w̓ U̓u̓ Ǧvǧv Qvqv Q̓vq̓v X̌v Ǧǧ Qq Q̓q̓
X̌x̌ Áá Aa H̓h̓  Hh A̓a̓ Ħħ ʔ ◌̓ ◌́ ◌̌

Kʷak̓ʷala (Kwak’wala) Liq̓ʷala (Liq’wala)
Aa Əə Bb Cc C̓c̓ Dd Dᶻdᶻ Ee Gg Gʷgʷ Ǧǧ Ǧʷǧʷ Hh Ii Kk 
K̓k̓ Kʷkʷ K̓ʷk̓ʷ Ll L̓ l̓  Łł ⅄λ ƛ ̓ƛ̓ Mm M̓m̓ Nn N̓n̓ Oo Pp 
P̓p̓ Qq Qʷqʷ Q̓q̓ Q̓ʷq̓ʷ Ss Tt T̓t̓  Uu Ww W̓w̓ 
Xx Xʷxʷ X̌x̌ X̌ʷx̌ʷ Yy Y̓y̓ ʔ ◌ᶻ ◌ʷ ◌̓ ◌̌

X̌àh̓isl̩ak̓ala (Haisla)

Aa Àà A̓a̓ Bb Cc C̓ Dd Ee Èè Əə Ə̀ə̀ ⅄λ ƛ ̓ƛ̓ Gg Ḡḡ H
h Ħħ H̩̓ih̩̓i Ìì I̓i̓ K̓k̓ Ll L̓l̓ Ɬɬ L̩l̩ L̩̓l̩̓ Mm M̩m̩ M̩̓m̩̓ Nn 

N̓n̓ N̩n̩ Oo Òò Pp P̓p̓ Qq Q̓q̓ Ss Tt Ťť Yy Y̓y̓ Uu U̓u̓ 

Ww W̓w̓ Xx X̄x̄ X̌x̌ Zz Ww ʔ ° ‿ ~ ◌ᶻ ◌ʷ ◌̓ ◌̌ ◌̩

nuučaan̓uɫ (Nuu-chah-nulth)

Aa ʔa ʕa Aaaa ʔaa ʕaa Eeee ʔe ʕe Ee ʔee ʕee Cc C̓c̓ 
Čč Č̓č̓ Hh Ḥḥ Ii ʔi ʕi Ii ʔii ʕii Kk K̓k̓ Kʷkʷ K̓ʷk̓ʷ Łł
ƛ ̓ƛ̓ Mm M̓m̓ Nn N̓n̓ Pp P̓p̓ Qq Q̓q̓ Qʷqʷ Q̓ʷq̓ʷ Ss 
Šš Tt T̓t̓  Uu ʔu ʕu Uu ʔuu ʕuu Ww W̓w̓ Xx X̣x̣  Xʷxʷ 
X̣ʷx̣ ʷ Yy Y̓y̓ ʕ ʔ ◌ʷ ◌̓ ◌̌ ◌̣

Qʷi·qʷi·diččaq (Makah)

Aa A·a· Bb Cc Čč C̓c̓ Č̓č̓ Dd Ee E·e· Gg Hh Ḥḥ Ii I·i·
Jj Kk Kʷkʷ K̓k̓ k̓ʷk̓ʷ Ll ƛ ̓ƛ̓ Ɫɫ Mm Nn Oo O·o· Pp 
P̓p̓ Qq Q̓q̓ Q̓ʷq̓ʷ S Š T T̓ U U· W X X̌x̌ Yy Zz ʔ
◌ʷ ◌̓ ◌̌ ◌·
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SALISHIAN
ɬəʔamɛn (Tla’amin) (Comox) (Klahoose) (Homalco)
Aa Ææ AWaw AYay Ɔɔ Ɔyɔy Čč Č̓č̓ Ee Ɛɛ Əə ƏWəw 
ƏYəy Gg Gʸgʸ Hh Ii Ɩɩ J̌ǰ Kk K̓k̓ Kʷkʷ K̓ʷk̓ʷ Kʸkʸ 
K̓ʸk̓ʸ Ll L̓ l̓  Ɬɬ ƛ ̓ƛ̓ Mm M̓m̓ Nn N̓n̓ Oo ƆYɔy Pp P̓p̓ Qq 
Q̓q̓ Qʷqʷ Q̓ʷq̓ʷ Ss Šš Tt T̓t̓  Θθ Tᶿtᶿ T̓ᶿt̓ ᶿ Uu Ʊʊ Ww W̓w̓ W̥
w̥ Χχ Χʷχʷ Yy Y̓y̓ ʔ ◌ʸ ◌ʷ ◌ᶿ ◌̓ ◌̥

it7slhk’mstalh (Nuxalk)
Aa Xx Cc Xʷxʷ Cwcw Hh Ii Kk K̓k̓ K’k’ Kʷkʷ Kwkw 
K̓ʷk̓ʷ Kw’kw’ Ll Łł Lhlh Mm Nn Pp P̓p̓ P’p’ Qq Q̓q̓ 
Q’q’ Qʷqʷ Qwqw Q̓ʷq̓ʷ Qw’qw’ Ss Tt T̓t̓  T’t’ ̓ƛ̓ Tl’tl’ 
Tsts C̓c̓ Ts’ts’ Uu Ww X̣x̣  Xx X̣ʷX̣ʷ Xw Yy ʔ 7 M̱m̱ 
Ṉṉ Ḻḻ ◌ʷ ◌̓ ◌̣ ◌̱

xʷəlšucid (Lushootseed)
Bb Dd Dᶻdᶻ J̌ǰ Gg Gʷgʷ Pp Tt Cc Čč Kk Kʷkʷ Qq 
Qʷqʷ ʔ P̓p̓ T̓t̓  C̓c̓ ̓ƛ̓ Č̓č̓ K̓k̓ K̓ʷk̓ʷ Q̓q̓ Q̓ʷq̓ʷ Ss Ɫɫ Šš Xʷxʷ 
X̌x̌ X̌ʷx̌ʷ Hh Ll Yy Ww L̓ l̓  Y̓y̓ W̓w̓ Ii Uu Əə Aa 
I·i· Ɬɬ Łł Íí ÌÌ Ùù Úú Ə̀ə̀ Əə́́  Áá Àà ◌ʷ ◌ᶻ ◌· ◌̓ ◌̌ ◌̀ ◌́

Nəxʷsƛ̓ay̓əmúcən (S’Klallam)
Aa Cc C̓c̓ Čč Č̓č̓ Ee Əə Hh Ii Kk Kʷkʷ K̓ʷk̓ʷ Ll Ɬɬ 
̓ƛ̓ Mm M̓m̓ Nn N̓n̓ Ŋŋ Ŋŋ̓̓ Pp P̓p̓ Qq Q̓q̓ Qʷqʷ 
Q̓ʷq̓ʷ Ss Šš Tt T̓t̓  Uu Ww W̓w̓ Xʷxʷ X̣x̣  X̣ʷx̣ ʷ Yy Y̓y̓ Áá É
é Íí Úú Əə́́  ʔ ◌ʷ ◌̓ ◌̌ ◌̀ ◌́ ◌̣

ciiqciiqasaʔi (Ehattesaht Nuchatlaht)

Aa Aaaa Cc C̓c̓ Čč Č̓č̓ Hh Ḥḥ Ii Iiii Kk K̓k̓ Kʷkʷ 
K̓ʷk̓ʷ Łł ƛ ̓ƛ̓ Mm M̓m̓ Nn N̓n̓ Pp P̓p̓ Qq Qʷqʷ Ss 
Šš Tt T̓t̓  Uu Uuuu Ww W̓w̓ Xx X̣x̣  Xʷxʷ X̣ʷx̣ ʷ Yy Y̓y̓ ʕ ʔ 
Ee Eeee Oo Oooo ◌ʷ ◌̓ ◌̣
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hən̓q̓əmin̓əm̓ (Halkomelem) (Musqueam)
p t c č k kʷ q qʷ ʔ p̓ t̓ ᶿ t̓  c̓ ƛ̓ k̓ʷ q̓ q̓ʷ θ s š ł ɬ x
xʷ x̌ χ x̌ʷ χʷ h m n l y w m̓ n̓ l̓  y̓ w̓ i i: u u: e e: ǝ
a a: ◌ʷ ◌: ◌̓ ◌̌

Sƛ̓aƛ̓imxǝc (Lillooet)

p t c c̣  k kʷ q qʷ ʔ p̓ c̓ ƛ̓ k̓ k̓ʷ q̓ q̓ʷ s ṣ ɬ x xʷ x̌ 
x̌ʷ h m n z l ḷ y ɣ w ʕ ʕʷ m̓ n̓ z̓ l̓  ḷ̓  y̓ ɣ̓ w̓ ʕ̓ ʕ̓ʷ i ị u ụ 
ǝ ǝ̣  a ạ á ạ́  ǝ́  ǝ̣́  í ị́  ú ụ́  ◌ʷ ◌̓ ◌̌ ◌́ ◌̣

Nłeʔkepmxcin (Thompson River Salish)

p t c c̣  k kʷ q qʷ ʔ p̓ t̓  c̓ ƛ̓ k̓ k̓ʷ q̓ q̓ʷ θ s ṣ ł x xʷ x̣  x̣ ʷ h 
m n z l y ɣ w ʕ ʕʷ m̓ n̓ z̓ l̓  y̓ ɣ̓ w̓ ʕ̓ ʕ̓ʷ i u ị e ə o ə̣  a í 
ú ị́  é ə́  ó ə̣́  á ◌ʷ ◌̓ ◌̣ ◌́

diitiidʔaaʔtx̣ (Ditidaht)

a aa b b̓ c c̓ č č̓ d d̓ e ee h i ii k kʷ k̓ k̓ʷ l l̓  ł ƛ ƛ̓ m m̓ 
n n̓ o oo p p̓ q qʷ q̓ q̓ʷ s š t t ̕u uu w w̓ x 
xʷ x̣  x̣ ʷ y y̓ ʔ ʕ ◌ʷ ◌̓ ◌̣

C̓išaaʔatḥ (Cisaaath)

a aa c c̓ č č̓ h ḥ i ii k k̓ kʷ k̓ʷ ł ƛ ƛ̓ m m̓ n n̓ p p̓ q qʷ s 
š t t̓  u uu w w̓ x x̣  xʷ x̣ ʷ y y̓ ʕ ʔ e ee oo 
◌ʷ ◌̓ ◌̣ 

Nxaʔamxcín (Columbia-Moses)

a aa c c̓ č ə əə h ḥ ḥʷ i k k̓ kʷ k̓ʷ l l̕ ll ll ̕ɬ ƛ̓ m m̓ n n̓ p 
p̓ q q̓ qʷ q̓ʷ r r̓  š s t t ̕u uu w w̓ x xʷ x̌ x̌ʷ y y̓ ʔ ʕ ʕ̓ ʕʷ ʕ̓
ʷ ◌ʷ ◌̓ ◌̣

n̓səl̓xcin̓ (Okanagan)

a c c̓ ə h i k k̓ kʷ k̓ʷ l l̓  ł ƛ̓ m m̓ n n̓ p p̓ q q̓ qʷ
q̓ʷ r s t t̓  u w w̓ x x̌ xʷ x̌ʷ y y̓ ʕ ʕ̓ ʕʷ ʔ i a u ə o
◌ʷ ◌̓ ◌̣
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Use of Greek Lambda (U+03BB) in Wakashan and Salishan Orthographies 
Only four Wakashan languages use the lambda in their orthographies, Haíɫzaqvḷa 
(Heiltsuk), kʷak̓ʷala, Liq̓ʷala, and x̌àh̓isl̩ak̓ala (Haisla), encoded as U+03BB  λ  GREEK 
SMALL LETTER LAMDA. These four languages also use the barred lambda (U+019B) along 
with the lambda. None of these four languages require the lambda to be glottalized, or, 
require a combining mark to be used in conjunction with this character. No other 
Wakashan or Salishan language uses lambda in their orthography, and rather only employ 
the barred lambda, encoding as U+019B  ƛ  LATIN SMALL LETTER LAMBDA WITH STROKE. 
 
On Case in Wakashan and Salishan Orthographies 
It should be noted that not all Wakashan and Salishan orthographies employ a bi-cameral 
orthographic system, with the above orthographic representations. The following use a 
unicameral writing system: hən̓q̓əmin̓əm̓ (Halkomelem) (Musqueam), Sƛ̓aƛ̓imxǝc 
(Lillooet), Nłeʔkepmxcin (Thompson River Salish), diitiidʔaaʔtx̣ (Ditidaht), c̓išaaʔatḥ 
(Cisaaath), Nxaʔamxcín (Columbia-Moses), and n̓səl̓xcin̓ (Okanagan). 
 
Population Sizes of Wakashan and Salishan Communities 
The figures below list the population sizes of the various Wakashan and Salishan 
communities that would use either of the two proposed capital Latin characters: 

1,600 Haíɫzaqvḷa (Heiltsuk) 

3,665 kʷak̓ʷala/Liq̓ʷala 

1,500 x̌àh̓isl̩ak̓ala (Haisla) 

4,310 nuučaan̓uɫ (Nuu-chah-nulth) 

1,213 qʷi·qʷi·diččaq (Makah) 

2580 ɬəʔamɛn/Tla’amin: Éyɂáɂjuuthem (k'ómoks / ƛoʔos (Klahoose) / χʷɛmaɬku (Homalco) 

3,000 it7slhk’mstalh (Nuxalk) 

350 xʷəlšucid (Lushootseed) 

2,695 Nəxʷsƛ̓ay̓əmúcən (S’Klallam) 

22,413 Total 
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4.1  Current Encoding Practices in Haíɫzaqvḷa (Heiltsuk) Community 

The Haíɫzaqvḷa (Heiltsuk) language community employs a variety of legacy font and 
keyboard tools to encode the LATIN CAPITAL LAMBDA and LATIN CAPITAL LAMBDA WITH 
STROKE in their current digital language use. This subsection looks at a short overview of 
those particular tools and how they encode these characters. Please note that the graphic 
representations shown in the following section are from the typefaces employed actively 
by the community for each investigated case. These are not intended to be confused with 
the representative glyphs proposed in Section 3, page 5.  
 

 
Figure 11  The above standardized orthography bicameral representations for Haíɫzaqvḷa (Heiltsuk), showing in orange the 
position of A7DA  ⅄  LATIN CAPITAL LAMBDA and A7DC    LATIN CAPITAL LAMBDA WITH STROKE, the capital versions 
corresponding to the existing practice of encoding the small letter variants of these characters as U+03BB  λ  GREEK SMALL 
LETTER LAMDA and U+019B  ƛ  LATIN SMALL LETTER LAMBDA WITH STROKE. From “Haíɫzaqvḷa Dictionary”, 2023, 
https://mothertongues.org/heiltsuk/dictionary/#/browse 

 
  

Haíɫzaqvḷa Orthography
Bb Pp P̓p̓ Mm Ṃ́ṃ́ Ṃṃ M̓m̓ Ṃ̓ṃ̓ Dd Tt T̓t̓  Nn Ṇ́ṇ́  
Ṇṇ N̓n̓ Ṇ̓ṇ̓ Zz Cc C̓c̓ Ss ⅄λ ƛ ̓ƛ̓ Ɫɫ Ll Ḷ́ ḷ́  Ḷḷ L̓ l̓  Ḷ̓ ḷ̓  Gg K
k K̓k̓ Xx Yy Íí Ii Y̓y̓ I̓ i̓  Gvgv Kvkv K̓vk̓v Xvxv
Ww Úú Uu W̓w̓ U̓u̓ Ǧvǧv Qvqv Q̓vq̓v X̌v Ǧǧ Qq Q̓q̓
X̌x̌ Áá Aa H̓h̓  Hh A̓a̓ Ħħ ʔ ◌̓ ◌́ ◌̌
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Heiltsuk Doulos Typeface (SIL, 1994) 
An early digital typeface named Heiltsuk Doulos was developed by SIL International in 
1994 for Haíɫzaqvḷa (Heiltsuk) language users. The Capital lambda, small letter lambda, 
and capital and small letter lambda with stroke, as composed by the Heiltsuk Doulos font, 
are encoded at the code points listed below each character: 
 

 
Figure 12  An illustration showing how the legacy, custom typeface Heiltsuk Doulos encodes the Capital and small letter 
lambda and lambda with stroke. 
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Figure 13  A keyboard specification created by the Heiltsuk Cultural Education Centre, Wágḷı̇ ́ sḷa (Bella Bella), British Columbia, 
created in 1995, to present a mapping of keys for the customized version of the Times New Roman typeface created for the 
community in order to accommodate their orthographic requirements. Showing attestation for A7DA  ⅄  LATIN CAPITAL 
LAMBDA, A7DB  λ  LATIN SMALL LETTER LAMBDA, and A7DC    LATIN CAPITAL LAMBDA WITH STROKE.  

Regarding the practice of using the glottalization mark before capital letters in an inline sequence, rather than in a 
combining mark sequence, as in the text above, please see Figure 9 in the section “Encoding practice for glottalization mark”. 
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The Heiltsuk Doulos typeface is used by some language users in order to encode texts. For 
those users that use this typeface, a conversion application has been developed in order 
to switch the above incorrectly mapped code points for Greek lambda and Latin lambda 
with stroke to their correct code points. 
 
Heiltsuk Unicode Keyboard Layout (Heiltsuk Language & Culture Mobilization 
Partnership) 
The Heiltsuk (Haíɫzaqvḷa) Unicode Keyboard Layout, developed by the Heiltsuk Language 
& Culture Mobilization Partnership in collaboration with the University of British Columbia, 
provides a Unicode-compliant means of text input. This keylayout is designed to work in 
conjunction with Unicode compliant fonts, and is not intended to work with the legacy, 
custom Heiltsuk Doulos font (SIL, 1994). 
 

 
Figure 14  An illustration showing the encoding of Latin capital Lambda and small letter lambda and lambda with stroke in the 
Heiltsuk Unicode keyboard layout. Note that this layout does not provide a means of encoding the Latin Capital Lambda with 
Stroke through the use of a PUA code point. 

 
Note that this keyboard layout does not provide a means for encoding a LATIN CAPITAL 
LETTER LAMBDA WITH STROKE, only LATIN CAPITAL LETTER LAMBDA, encoded as 
U+2144  ⅄  TURNED SANS-SERIF CAPITAL Y. 

Source: https://heiltsuk.arts.ubc.ca/keyboard/ 
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Languagegeek Haíɫzaqvḷa (Heiltsuk) Font and Keyboard Tools: 
Proposal co-author Robyn Humchitt, of Heiltsuk Reviatilization, notes that many language 
teachers within the Haíɫzaqvḷa (Heiltsuk) language community prefer to use the 
languagegeek keyboard and font language tool setup in their work over the FirstVoices 
tools that are available. These keyboard layouts are Unicode compliant (and 
corresponding fonts), and are made freely available for download and use online. 
 

 
Figure 15  An illustration showing the encoding of the languagegeek Haiɫzaqvla (Heiltsuk) keyboard layout. 

 
Note that the above keyboard layout does not provide an encoding option for CAPITAL 
LATIN LAMBDA (via U+2144) or CAPITAL LATIN LAMBDA WITH STROKE. The keyboards 
made available on the languagegeek website for the other Wakashan and Salishan 
languages also follow this same pattern, of providing Unicode-compliant encoding of 
small letter Greek lambda, Latin lambda with stroke, and mark attachment sequence, but 
no option for encoding the Capital Latin Lambda or Lambda with Stroke. 
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Languagegeek Haíɫzaqvḷa (Heiltsuk) Font and Keyboard Tools: 
Languagegeek makes available two typeface families, Rotinonh Serif and Rotinonh Sans, 
which provide a Unicode-compliant font to correspond to the keyboard layouts made 
available on this site. These are the only fonts made available on this website for First 
Nations Roman orthographies. They do not encode the Latin Capital Lambda using 
U+2144, and rather encode this character, as well as the Capital Lambda with Stroke in the 
PUA range: 
 
 

 
 

 
Figure 16  An illustration showing how the two languagegeek fonts, Rotinonh Serif and Sans, encode the capital and small  
lambda and lambda with stroke. 

 
Note that both of the above languagegeek fonts do not provide a top anchor within the 
respective fonts in order to encode the common sequence of base + mark (U+0313  ◌̓  
COMBINING COMMA ABOVE), even though the keyboard made available by the same 
provider provides a key in the layout with U+0313. Instead, these fonts provide pre-
composed, composite glyphs of the base + mark using either an unencoded, alternative 
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glyph, or, a glyph encoded within the PUA. This is despite the Unicode base + combining 
mark sequence being the common encoding practice that Wakashan and Salishan 
language users follow towards shaping their texts (see Figure 8). 
 
Encoding Practice for Glottalization Mark 
The Haíɫzaqvḷa (Heiltsuk) orthography requires the capital and small  barred lambda 
character to accept a combining comma mark above the base glyph in order to mark 
glottalization. 

 
Figure 17  The above illustration expresses the requirement for U+A7DC    LATIN CAPITAL LAMBDA WITH STROKE (as well as 
U+019B  ƛ  LATIN SMALL LETTER LAMBDA WITH STROKE) to accept the combining mark U+0313  ◌̓  COMBINING COMMA 
ABOVE, which the Haíɫzaqvḷa (Heiltsuk) language community currently uses to encode the glottalization modification mark in 
their orthography. No Wakashan or Salishan orthography requires additional shaping for the capital or small letter lambda. 
 

There is an additional practice within the Haíɫzaqvḷa (Heiltsuk) community towards 
encoding the glottalization mark in capital letters, by using U+2019 RIGHT SINGLE 
QUOTATION MARK to precede the base glyph that is being modified. This is a legacy 
practice that continues to persist within the community for some users, resulting from 
language tools that were not capable of performing mark-to-mark attachment to place 
the combining mark above the base glyph that was desired for modification. The authors 
are aware that the practice described below, in Figure 9, would cause text representation 
issues, particularly case mapping issues between U+019B  ƛ  LATIN SMALL LETTER 
LAMBDA WITH STROKE and the corresponding A7DC    LATIN CAPITAL LAMBDA WITH 
STROKE.  

 
Figure 18  Additionally, communities may also encode the glottalization mark in an inline sequence as well, commonly using 
U+2019 RIGHT SINGLE QUOTATION MARK, as demonstrated in the above illustration. U+02BC MODIFIER LETTER 
APOSTROPHE may also be used for this purpose, however, the community does not actively encode their texts for these 
sequences with this character, rather using U+2019 instead. 
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5  Attestations 

 
Figure 19  A letter of support dated 8 June 2023 from the Heiltsuk Tribal Council, providing support and context on behalf of 
the whole Haíłzaqvḷv (Heiltsuk) community towards the need of having the requested characters encoded into the Unicode 
Standard. Showing attestation U+A7DA  ⅄  LATIN CAPITAL LAMBDA, and U+A7DC    LATIN CAPITAL LAMBDA WITH STROKE.  
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Figure 20  A letter of support dated 7 June 2023 from the Heiltsuk Language Authority Board Chair, providing support on 
behalf of the whole Haíłzaqvḷv (Heiltsuk) community and providing context towards the barriers faced by the community with 
the absence of these characters, and the need of having the requested characters encoded into the Unicode Standard. 
Showing attestation for U+A7DA  ⅄  LATIN CAPITAL LAMBDA and U+A7DC    LATIN CAPITAL LAMBDA WITH STROKE. 
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Figure 21  A letter of support dated 30 June 2023 from Mark Turin, Associate Professor, First Nations and Endangered 
Languages Program, University of British Columbia, expressing context, support and showing attestation for U+A7DA  ⅄  LATIN 
CAPITAL LAMBDA and U+A7DC    LATIN CAPITAL LAMBDA WITH STROKE. 
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Figure 22  Page 11 from Exercises in Heiltsuk spelling, 1984, John C. Rath, a manual instructing local Haíɫzaqvḷa (Heiltsuk) 
language users in how to use a customized typewriter layIout to set their langauge, showing an exercise instructing the 
method of capitalizing small letters lambda and lambda with stroke to their capital letter variants. Furthermore, the above 
example also demonstrates the requirement for these characters to accept a combining mark above – U+0313  ◌̓  COMBINING 
COMMA ABOVE RIGHT – to indicate glottalization. The above example shows attestation for U+A7DB  λ  LATIN SMALL LETTER 
LAMBDA, U+A7DA  ⅄  LATIN CAPITAL LAMBDA, and U+A7DC    LATIN CAPITAL LAMBDA WITH STROKE. 
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Figure 23  Page 11 from Exercises in Heiltsuk spelling, 1984, by John C. Rath, showing attestation for U+A7DA  ⅄  LATIN 
CAPITAL LAMBDA, and U+A7DC    LATIN CAPITAL LAMBDA WITH STROKE. 
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Figure 24  Page 27 from Exercises in Heiltsuk spelling, 1984, by John C. Rath, showing attestation for U+A7DA  ⅄  LATIN 
CAPITAL LAMBDA, and U+A7DC    LATIN CAPITAL LAMBDA WITH STROKE. Note that there is a comma placed to the left of 
U+A7DC    LATIN CAPITAL LAMBDA WITH STROKE. The limitations of the technology used to typeset the text for the above 
document (typewriter) would not allow the “stacking” of the comma above the capital Lambda with Stroke, and so it was 
placed to the left of the character to mark glottalization. The community confirms that in current orthographic practices, 
U+0313 ◌̓  COMBINING COMMA ABOVE is used to encode the glottalization mark, and should be positioned above the base 
character it is modifying. 
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Figure 25  Page 41 from Exercises in Heiltsuk spelling, 1984, by John C. Rath, showing attestation for U+A7DC    LATIN 
CAPITAL LAMBDA WITH STROKE. 
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Figure 26  An administrative document prepared by the Heiltsuk Cultural Education Centre, 1998, showing attestation for 
U+A7DC    LATIN CAPITAL LAMBDA WITH STROKE. 
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Figure 27  From Capital barred lambda in Unicode problem, 2023, prepared by Jennifer Carpenter of the Heiltsuk Cultural 
Education Centre, Wágḷı̇ ́ sḷa (Bella Bella), British Columbia, showing attestation for U+A7DC    LATIN CAPITAL LAMBDA WITH 
STROKE. U+A7DC is required for providing the capital case variant of U+019B  ƛ  LATIN SMALL LETTER LAMBDA WITH STROKE. 
The above document shows how the community currently uses U+2144  ⅄  TURNED SANS-SERIF CAPITAL Y for representing 
the capital case variant of both U+03BB  λ  GREEK SMALL LETTER LAMDA and U+019B  ƛ  LATIN SMALL LETTER LAMBDA WITH 
STROKE in the online Haíɫzaqvḷa (Heilstuk) dictionary, as there is currently no encoding option available in the Unicode 
Standard for representing the capital variant of U+019B. 
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Figure 28  From Conversational Heiltsuk 1: Some simple Heiltsuk words, phrases, and sentences, from the Heiltsuk Language 
Programme, Heiltsuk Band Council, 1988, showing attestation for U+A7DC    LATIN CAPITAL LAMBDA WITH STROKE. 
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Figure 29  From Conversational Heiltsuk 2: A day in Bella Bella, from the Heiltsuk Language Programme, Heiltsuk Band Council, 
1988, showing attestation for U+A7DA  ⅄  LATIN CAPITAL LAMBDA. 
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Figure 30  A place name list in kʷak̓ʷala (Kwak’wala) and English. This list shows the use of a capitalization and the 
requirement of a bi-cameral orthography to render placenames in kʷak̓ʷala, however, shows the issue of the community not 
having an encoded option for a capital Latin letter Lambda with stroke to provide capitalization for words such as 
“ƛ̓aƛ̓asiqʷəlla” (Hope Island, British Columbia).  
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Figure 31  A map of Vancouver Island with place names in the kʷak̓ʷala (Kwak’wala) language and English, showing the use of 
Capitalization, and the lack of a capital Latin Letter Lambda with Stroke for providing capitalization of the word “ƛ̓aƛ̓asiqʷəlla” 
(Hope Island, British Columbia) or “ƛ̓ask̓inux̌ʷ”. Note that the place names in this map clearly indicate that case variation is 
used within the kʷak̓ʷala orthography, as indicated by the words “gʷac̓inux̌ʷ”, “k̓op̓inux̌ʷ”, and “Yuƛinux̌ʷ”.  
From Paddling to where I stand : Agnes Alfred, Qwiqwasu�tinux ̆w noblewoman, UBC, 2004 
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Figure 32  The Liq̓ʷala orthography chart, as represented in the Wikipedia page for kʷak̓ʷala language and it’s dialects, 
showing attestation for U+A7DA  ⅄  LATIN CAPITAL LAMBDA, and U+A7DC    LATIN CAPITAL LAMBDA WITH STROKE. Note 
that in this chart, the author has deliberately represented the capital Latin Lambda and capital Lambda with stroke in the 
graphical representation specified in this proposal by the use of a static image. This representation is inline with the 
representation expected by Haíɫzaqvḷa language community. Accessed 22 June 2023, 
Https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kwak%CA%bcwala#Bibliography:~:text=23%5D%5B24%5D-,Liq%CA%bcwala%20alphabet,-
Uppercase 
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6  Recommended annotation additions to character names list 

The following annotation additions are recommended to the following character names 
within the names lists for respectively: 
 
U+03BB   λ   GREEK SMALL LETTER LAMDA 

• Used by Wakashan and Salishan communities of North America 
• Latin small letter lambda - A7DB 

U+019B   ƛ   LATIN SMALL LETTER LAMBDA WITH STROKE 
• Capital is A7DC 
• Used by Wakashan and Salishan communities of North America 
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